
4.6 How to Explain Full Cycle Real Estate 
 

 
 
The AIM 
 
Reconfirm that the old way could be considered “deal oriented,” as can be seen by the agent 
walking away looking for his next sale, versus how much value you as an Advisor can add over the 
full cycle of real estate ownership. You are planning on being there throughout the entire cycle and 
every cycle thereafter. 
 
88% of Home Buyers said they would “definitely/probably” use their agent again 
however, only 12% do use a previous agent to buy their next home. 
2014 NAR Profile of Home Buyers and Home Sellers 

 
 
Here is where you introduce all of the things that you are going to help them with, throughout the 
cycle, getting into the meat of what this relationship will look like. So what do you actually do? Now 
would be a great time to show them the binder, or the Homeowner Dashboard. Start by letting them 
know that you are going to tell them about all the benefits of working with a Home Investment 
Advisor™ as you go through the Homeowner Dashboard/Binder.  
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What do you offer? 
 
§ My Property 
§ Market Watch 
§ Money Manager 
§ Home Maintenance 
§ Wishes & Needs 
§ More Stuff 
 
Each of these sections is found in the online portal and Homeowner Dashboard, which at this time 
you could show your client and discuss. In HIA® 200, we will further break down each section, 
focusing on how you maximize value for your clients, and profits for your business. For now, 
consider this as a good talking point and focus on the fact that you are now their “Quarterback” for 
all things real estate. 
 
 
The Benefit and Confirmation 
 
You can easily say "Isn’t this a better model?" Or whatever you feel comfortable with. Hopefully 
your excitement about the HIA® IMPACT that you have adopted is something they can naturally 
read from you. If you aren’t passionate in what you are offering, your potential client will see this 
and likely no believe in the system you are offering. You must be all things IMPACT. 
 
 
The Benefit to you, the HIA® 
 
The Home Investment Advisor™ model is built on the notion that the agent is centric and relevant 
to the homeowner throughout their entire cycle of ownership, right up to and including the sale of 
the property. Rather than making noise (newsletters, DRIP marketing, calendars, fridge magnets, 
etc), we are working with the homeowner to add value. Rather than looking for clients, we are 
looking after clients! 
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